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"Goel Ganga Developments is one of the most trusted real estate"Goel Ganga Developments is one of the most trusted real estate
developers in Pune. It is also a multi-faceted business conglomeratedevelopers in Pune. It is also a multi-faceted business conglomerate
with business ventures across myriad sectors like education, logisticswith business ventures across myriad sectors like education, logistics
and energy. We are known for our time-tested commitment to details,and energy. We are known for our time-tested commitment to details,
innovation, reliability and value. Be it any sector we deal in, customer-innovation, reliability and value. Be it any sector we deal in, customer-
first approach is the crux of our business operations.first approach is the crux of our business operations.

The city of Pune knows us as a legacy with high impact in the businessThe city of Pune knows us as a legacy with high impact in the business
of building and construction. We were the first developers to receiveof building and construction. We were the first developers to receive
the ISO 9001:2000 certificate. Our projects showcase this uniquethe ISO 9001:2000 certificate. Our projects showcase this unique
difference and make us stand stall with exceptional value anddifference and make us stand stall with exceptional value and
attributes. We aim to be the most preferred and long cherished brandattributes. We aim to be the most preferred and long cherished brand
in this segment.in this segment.

Every accomplishment becomes a foundation for us to do better, toEvery accomplishment becomes a foundation for us to do better, to
dream bigger, and create a better future."dream bigger, and create a better future."
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For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/goel-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/goel-
ganga-developments-8349ganga-developments-8349
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